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lu 1 his paper we investigate estirnation of a class of semi -parametric rnodcls. The part of
thc model that is not specified is the marginal distribution of the explanatory variables.
`I'he sampling is stratified on the dependent variables, implying that the explanatory
variables are no longer exogenous or ancillary. We develop a new estimator for this
estimation problem and show that it achieves the semi-parametric efficiency bound for
this case. In addition we show that the estimator applies to a number ofsampling schemes
that have previously been treated separately.1 INTRODUCTION 1
1 Introduction
In econometric analyses one often assumes that observations are drawn randomly from a
large population. In reality it might neither be true, nor need it be desirable to have such
a sample. In this paper we will investigate how inference might proceed for a particular
class oí non-random sampling schemes.
The starting point is a model in which two types of variables are distinguished. The
first are the dependent variables whose distribution is to be explained in terms of the
variables of the second type. The latter will be referred to as explanatory, independent or
regressor variables. We will assume that the researcher has specified a parametric family
for thc distribution of thc dependent variable conditional on the explanatory variables.
Interest centers on the parameters of this distribution. The marginal distribution of the
regressors is left unspecified apart from the assumption that it does not depend on the
parameters of the aforementioned conditional distribution.
If the sampling were random, the parameters of the conditional distribution could be
estimated consistently and efFiciently by maximizing the conditional likelihood function.
Gven if the sampling were exogenous, by which we mean that the probability of a member
of the population being sampled depends on the values of the explanatory variables, this
method would lead to consistent and efíicient estimates. We will investigate sampling
strategies that imply that the probability of being sampled depends directly on the value
of the dependent or endogenous variables. The particular sampling schemes that we will
consider are based on a stratification of the sample space. The sampling is not random
becanse the probability that an observation is drawn from a particular stratum is not equal
to the probability that an observation randomly drawn írom the whole population is from
that stratum. Within thc strata however, the sampling and population distribution are
identical. This is known in the literature as stratified, endogenous, or biased sampling.
Another way of looking at this is in terms of the ancillarity or exogeneity of the1 INTRODUCTIDN 2
explanatory variables. If the sample is random or exogenous, the marginal distribution
of the regressors does not depend on the parameters of interest. When the sampling is
euclogenous, the marginal distrihution of the regressors in the samp(e does depend on the
parameters of interest, and the regressors are as a result no longer ancillary or exogenous.
The guiding principle is that, onc should not condition the analysis on variables that are
not ancillary, because that might lead to a loss of efl' iciency, and one should condition on
variables that are ancillary, because a failure to do so can lead to paradoxical results.
The problem of estimation when the sampling is based on an endogenous stratifica-
tion of a continuous random variable has been considered before in a seminal paper by
Ilausman and Wise (1981) and by Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988). Hausman and Wise
propose a variety of estimators and investigate their properties. One of our contribution is
to develop a new and efficient estimator for this case. The procedure we follow in deriving
this estimator is similar to that used by Imbens (1990) in deriving an efficient estimator
for discrete choice models with choice-based sampling. This procedure leads to a gener-
alired mcthod of moments estimator with the number of moments equal to the number
of parameters in the conditional density and twice the number of strata minus one.
In addition we will address an issue that has led to unnecessary complications in the
literature on stratificd sampling. In this literature a distinction has often been made
between three types of sampling. The first, which we will label multinomial sampling,
assumes that the stratum indicators are drawn independently from a multinomial distri-
bution. The second typa, labelled staradnrd stralifaed snmpling, is one of the sampling
schemes discussed by Hausrnan and Wise (1981). It assumes that the researcher samples
fixed numbers o( observations from each of the strata. A third sampling scheme assumes
that observations are drawn randomly from the population but retained or discarded with
stratum specific probabilities. This is referred to as variableprobability sampling by Jewell
(1985), and Ber~aoulli sampling by Kalbfleisch and Lawless (1988). It is also employed by
I{ausman and Wise. We will show that all three of these sampling schemes allow the2 SAMI'LINC SCHF,ME.S AND I,IICF,LIHOOD FUNCTIONS 3
researcher to use the estimation procedure that will be developed in this paper.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In the next section the three sampling schemes
will be discussed. It will be argued that they are all in principle amenable to the same
estimation procedures. Section 3 contains the efficient estimation procedure. It will be
derived in two steps. First we analyze the case where the regressors have a discrete distri-
bution. Then we rewrite the equations characterizing the maximum likelihood estimates
in such a way that they do no longer require discreteness of the explanatory variables. In
the last section some concluding remarks will be made and the main findings of the paper
will be summarized.
2 Sampling Schemes and Likelihood Functions
The notation in analyses where the sampling is non-random is usually cumbersome. To
some extent this cannot be avoided. One has to distinguish between the population distri-
bution one the one hand and the distribution according to which the data are distributed
on the other hand. If the samplíng is random these two are equal, and if the sampling
is exogenous thcy differ but in a way immatcrial for the purposes of inference about thc
parameters of the conditional distribution. Only in the case where the sampling is de-
pendent on the endogenous variable is the difference important. In this paper we will
try to keep the notation transparent without making it imprecise. Most of the notation
will be introduced in the first subsection. There we will introduce the sampling scheme
that we will work with through most of the paper. In the second subsection we will dis-
cuss standard stratified sampling. In the third subsection Bernoulli sampling or variable
probability sampling will be discussed.2 SAMPLING SCNEMES AND LItiELIHOOD FUNCTIONS 4
2.1 Multinomial Sampling
Let y and x be two, possibly vector valued, random variables defined on Y x X. The joint
probability dc~nsity function in the population is:
(1) .Í(y,x) - f(y~x,Q)'h(x)
where f(y~x, p) is a known function of y, x and an unknown parameter Q, and h(x) is an
unknown function. We are interested in the parameter (i of the conditional distribution of
y given x. We are not wil(ing to make assumptions about the marginal distribution of x.
In that sense the problem is a semi-parametric one. With respect to Q, x is exogenous or
ancillary' and y is endogenous. If one had at ones disposal a random sample of x and y,
one could estimate J~ by maximizing the logarithrn of the conditional likelihood function:
N
(~) L(Q)- ~In f(y~~xn,Q)
„-r
13ecause the marginal distribution of x does noL depend on ~3, conditioning on x doea noL
entail a loss of efficiency, and there is no need to specify h(x) more fully.
However, if the sampling scheme is not random, this easy separation no longer exists in
general. If the sampling is exogenous, i.e. the probability of being sampled depends only
on the exogenous variable x, then maximization of (2) still leads to a consistent estimator
for Q. We are interested in more general sampling schemes, where the probability of being
sampled depends on y as well as x. This makes the reluctance to specify h(x) a more
complicated issue.
Let C„ for s- I, . .. S be subsets of Y x X. The C, are the strata from which the
observations are to be drawn. The probability of a randomly drawn observation lying in
C, is
(3) Q.- f,.t(ylx,Q)~(x)~tyax
'See Cox and Hinkley (1974) for a diacusaion of ancillarity, and Engle et al (1982) Cor a discusaion o(
Lhe related concept ofexogeneity2 SAMPLING SCIIF,MES AND LIIfELIHOOD FUNCTIONS 5
The basic sampling scheme that we will in the course of this paper refer to as multinomial
sampling, is as follows: with probability H, we draw an observation randomly from C,.
The H, are the sampling probabilities. This sampling scheme is employed by Manski and
McFadden (1981) in their analysis of choice-based sampling.
Examples of sampling strategies that fit in this framework are:
1. S- 1, C~ - Y x X. Random sampling
2. C, - Y x X„ where X, C X. Pure exogenous sampling. Maximization of the
random sampling conditional likelihood still gives consistent estimates.
3. C, - Y, x X where Y, C Y. Pure endogenous sampling.
4. C~ - Y x X, Cz C Y x X. In this case we have a random sample augmented with
extra observations drawn from part of the sample space.
5. C, fl Ci - 0 if s~ t, and U;~C, - Y x X. This will be labelled a partioned sample.
In this case the population probabilities Q, add up to one. This is not necessarily
the case for other sampling schemes.
Let s be an indicator for the stratum from which an observation was drawn. The sampling
density of the triple (s, y, x), as the density induced by the sampling scheme will be called,
is:
(4) 9(s,y,x) - LI,.Í(y~x,p)h(x), f .Ï(z~v,~i)h(v)dzdv
c
II'
x Q)h(x) for s E{1 2,... S} - QDf(y~ , , , , yEY, andxEX
Siiice H, is the marginal probability of the stratum s, the remainder must be the con-
ditional density of y and x given s, g(y,x~s). Because Q enters only in the conditional
density of y and x given s, s is exogenous with respect to Q, or ancillary, in the analy-
sis. One can therefore condition on s in the analysis without loss of efficiency. We will2 SAMPI,ING SCHEMES AND GIKEGIHOOD FUNCTIONS 6
come back to this issue in the next section. The likelihood function for N independent
observations is
( 5) G - 7-N7 Ha..f(ynlxniN)h(xn)
n1-1r Jc~„ f(z~v,Q)h(v)dzdv
The distinguishing feature of endogenous sampling is that maximization of (5) over Q is in
general not possible without parametrizing the density of the explanatory variables, h(.).
If the sampling were random h(.) would factor out and maximization would not involve
the density of x. Here h(-) enters not only in the numerator but also in the integral in the
dcnominator, making it impossible to factor it ouL.
In the remainder of this section we will introduce some additional notation and high-
light various aspects of cndogenous sampling. Define the sets C,,~ and C; by:
C,.z-{yEy(y,x)EC,~
and
iis - S x E X 3y E YI(y,x) E C'J
C,,~ is the set of y such that (y, x) is in C„ implying that the triple (s, y, x) is a potential
observation. If we have pure endogenous sampling, and if the strata do not overlap, the
sets C,,~ would form a partitioning of Y. C; is the set of x such that there is an y such
that (y, x) is in C,. If we have pure endogenous sampling and f(y ~x, p) is positive on Y for
all x E X, then C; would equal X for all s E{1, 2, ..., S}. In addition define R(s, x, Q)
to be the probability that a randomly drawn observation is in stratum s given x:
li(s,x,~) - 1c~ j f(z~x,Q)dz
So we have C,,r - 0 and R(s, x, p) - 0 if there is no y such that (y, x) E C,. Note
the relation between Q, and R(s,x,Q). The latter is a known function of s, x and Q.
The forrner is also a function of s and Q but the form of the functional dependence is2 SAMPLING SCFIEMES AND 1,11{ELIFIOOD FUNCTIONS 7
not known, because of the dependence on the unknown function h(x). In fact, Q, is the
expectation of II(s, x, p), with the expecation taken over the population distribution of x,
h(x).
We can calculate a number of conditional and marginal distributions from this joint
distribution of s, y and x. They illustrate the difference between random sampling and
endogenous sampling and some of them will come back during the course of the paper.
The conditional density of s and y given x:
(s) 9(s,y~x) -
Isy~ ÍI)fla~Q,
~i-i e, R(t, x, Q)
The marginal density of x:
(7) 9(x) - h(x) ~ H~ n(t, x, Q)
~-i Qi
The fact that this distribution depends on ~i shows that x is no longer exogenous with
respect to ~3 in the stratified sample. Hence the estimator based on the conditional likeli-
hood will not necessarily be efficient. Note that in this case it is the sampling that implies
that x is not exogenous, not the parumetrization of the model.




If the strata C, are not overlapping this density is the same as the conditional density of
,y and s given x, given in (6).




The three conditional distributions g(y~x), g(y~s, x) and g(s, y~x) have particular impor-
tance. [n each case we can consistently estimate Q by maximizing the associated condi-
tional likelihood function. However, in none of these cases will the result in general be an2 SAMYLING SCHI;A~IF,S AND LIKELIlí00D FUNCTION.S 8
efficient estimator, because x is not exogenous. Another interesting issue in this context
is the exogeneity or ancillarity of s. Conditioning on s does not in general imply a loss of
ef6ciency. However, if one is already conditioning on a variable that is not ancillary, then
conditioning on s is no longer innocuous. Inference based on g(s, y~x) is in general more
efficient than inference based on g(y~x, s).
Another function that plays a special role is the bias function:
(10) 6(H,Q,Q,x) - [~ I~aRÍs,x,Q)J-'
e-1 Qa
`fhis function has expectation equal to one if evaluated at the true values of FI, Q and Q.
If it is equal to one for all x at these values the sampling is either random, or y and x
are independent. In both cases the sample and population distribution of x are identical;
g(x) - h(x). For this condition to be fulfilled it is not sufficient to have H, - Q, for all
s, because the strata C, can be overlapping.
The first expression of the probability density function of (s, y, x) in (4) was in terms
of ll, Q aud h(-). Subscqucutly it was writtcn iu Lerms of ll, ~i, Q and h(.), with Q,
shorthand for jc f(z~v,Q)h(v)dzdv as in (3). However, the role Q, plays in these models
is much more important than just as a way of compressing notation. The fact that most of
the literature has focused exclusively on the case where Q, is known apriori is a reflection
of this importance. In this paper we will propose an estimator for the finite dimensional
parameter ry- (H Q Q) rather than for the infinite dimensional parameter (H Q h(.)).
Intoducing Q allows one to eliminate h(.) from the analysis and reduce the dimensionality
of the problem to a finite number.
Whenever confusion might arise, stars will denote true or population values. For
example, Q' is the population value of the parameter ~i and Q; - Je~ f(z~v,Q')h(v)dzdv is
the true population proportion of people in stratum s. The estimator that will be derived
will allow for incorporation of linear restrictions on H, Q and Q(with the restriction
Q- Q' the most important of these) in a straightforward manner.2 SAMPLING ,SCHEMI;S AND hIICEGIHOOD F[INCTIONS 9
2.2 Standard Stratified Sampling
It can be argued that the mulLinonrial sampling scheme discussed in the previous section
is not relevant. In practice a researcher would not draw the stratum indicator from a
multinomial distribution. Instead he might fix the number of observations to be drawn
randomly from each of the strata. This sampling scheme is used by Hausman and Wise
(1981) and by Cosslett (1981) in his analysis of choice-based sampling. In this section we
will investigate the consequences of such a sampling strategy.
Let N, be the number of observations from stratum s, and let N, be the S-dimensional
vee~tor with typical element N,. Also, let s be the N dinrensional vector with typical
element s,,, and y and x the matrices with rows y;, and x;, respectively. The likelihood
function for this sarnpling st.rategy can be factorized into the marginal likelihood of s given
N„ and the conditional likelihood of y and x given s and N8:
(11) ~-~r(s~N~)'Gz(Y,x~s,N,)
The second factor is equal to:
(12) Gz(Y,x~s,N.) - ~
f(yn~x~,~)h(x„)
n-r fc,,, f(z~v,~3)h(v)dzdv
This is identical to the conditional likelihood of y and x given s under multinomial sam-
pling. In the case of multinomial sampling s was shown to be ancillary, and conditioning
on it would therefore not entail a loss of efficiency. Suppose that s were also ancillary in
the case of standard stratified sampling. Then the likelihood principle implies that infer-
ence should be identical to that for multinomial sampling. Hence, we would be able to
ignore the actual sampling scheme and proceed with the inference as if the sampling were
multinomial. The likelihood of s given Ng is the likelihood of the sequence of stratum
indicators given the total number of observations to be drawn from each stratum. Since
this sequence is fixed by the researcher, it does not depend on ~3 or h(.), and therefore a
is ancillary.2 SAMPLING SCHEMES AND LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONS 10
The conclusion of this section caa therefore be summarized as follows: 1) s is ancillary
under both standard stratified sampling and multinomial sampling. 2) the conditional
likelihood of y and x given s is identical for both sampling schemes. These two reaults
imply that we can ignore the actual sampling scheme beca.use inference should be identical
for both, according to the likelihood principle.
2.3 Bernoulli Sampling
A third sampling scheme that has been considered in the literature is known as Bernoulli
sampling (Kalbfleisch and Lawless, (1988)) and variable probability sampling (Jewell,
1985). It is also r.mploycd hy Hausman and Wise (1981).
The general sampling scheme is characterized as follows: An observation is drawn
randonily from the populatíon. the researcher determines which stratum the observation
belongs to (for this purpose it is important that the strata are not overlapping). If the
corresponding stratum is s, the observation is retained with probability P„ set by the
researcher. With probability 1- P, the observation is discarded. This sensibility of
such a sampling scheme clearly depends on the cost of determining a stratum relative to
determining the x and y [or any observation.
If we denote the event that an observation is retained by i- 1, and its complement
by i- 0, we can write the joint probability density of (i, s, y, x) as:
9(t,s,y,z) - P' .(1 - P,)~-' ~ f(y~z,Q) ~ h(z)
We do not record the values of y and z for discarded observations. We might, however,
know the number ot discarded observations. We will here assume that this is not the case.
We therefore condition on á- 1. The conditional density of (s, y, x) given i- 1 is:
9(s,Y,z~i - l) - y f(y~x,Q)h(~)
I'r(i - 1)
Paf(ylz,N)h(~) Pif(T .~I~,l')~l(x)
Eii Pt fc, f(z~v,Q)~(v)dzdv - ~si Pt ~ Q~2 SAMPLLNG SCHEMES AND LIICELIHOOD FUNCTIONS 11
To connect this sampling scheme to the multinomial sampling scheme conaidered in section
2.1, consider the following transformation of parameters from (P,Q, h(~)) to (H,Q, h(.)):
(13) Hi -
Pe fc~ j(zw,Q)h(v)dzdv - sPi . Qt
~a P fc. Í(z~v, Q)h(v)dzdv ~,-~ P. ' Q,
for t- 1, 2, ..., S- 1 and HS - 1-~~ i Hi. The joint density of (s, y, x) given i- 1
cau then be written as:
9(s,y,x~a - 1) - II,f(y~x,Q)h(x), fc. f(z~v,(i)h(v)dzdv
- Qaï(ylx,~)h(x)
which is the same as (4). This implies that the two sampling schemes are observation-
ally equivalent. Iï the data are generated according to the variable probability sampling
scl~eme, the distribution of the data is such that there is always a multinomia] sampling
scheme that would lead to exactly the same distribution of the data. In this paper we
will mostly assume multinomial sampling and estimate the parameters of that model; H,
Q and ~i. [f o~te has prior knowledge of some of the retention probabilities, which is very
likely if the actual sampling scheme is that described in this section, one can incorporate
them as restrictions on Q and II or transform back to the (Q, P, ~) parametrization once
the estimator is derived.
It is interesting to note that in the parametrization in terms of P, rather than H, the
stratiim indicator s is no longer ancillary. In fact, the probability of an observation having
stratum indicator s is under this sampling scheme and parametrization:
9(S) - P, . fc, f(z~v,Q)h(v)dzdv
- ~e-~ Pa ' fc, Í(zw, ~i)h(v)dzdv
which does depend on Q. In the parametrization in terms of H it is equal to H,. This loss
of ancillarity will have no consequences for the estimation as we will derive an estimator
for the multinomial sampling scheme that is identical whether one conditions on s or not.3 EFFICIEN'I' ESTIMATION 12
It implies that however that the link between standard stratified sampling and Bernoulli
sampling is indirect, via the eyuivalence, in terms of inference, of both standard stratified
and Bernoulli sampling to rnultinomial sampling.
In thi, paraincl.riratiou in tenns of fi, C,~ and I', the marginal distribution of x is
~S i EiR(t, x, i~)
9(x) - h(x)
~i~ ~'~Qi
This clearly shows that x is not ancillary or exogenous and that conditioning on it therefore
might entail a loss of ef6ciency.
We have shown in this section that the Bernoulli sampling model is just a reparametriza-
tion of the multinomial sampling model, and that inference should therefore be identical
for both models.
3 Efficient Estimation
In this section an efficient solution to the estimation problem presented in section 2 will
be derived. Its derivation and eventual form closely match that proposed for the choice-
based sampling problem by Imbens (1990). The underlying idea is very simple and gces
back to a paper by Chamberlain (1987). He uses it to prove efficiency for method of
nroments estimators, while here it will be used to find an estimator first. One starts off by
assucning that x has a discrete distribution with known points of support. In that case the
model is fully parametric instead of semi-parametric and standard maximum likelihood
theory can be applied to obtain a consistent and efficient estimator. The next step is to
rewrite the maximum likelihood estimator for that case in such a way that its validity
no longer depends on x being a discrete random variable. Then we have an estimator
that is consistenL and efficient for a much wider class of distributions of the explanatory
variables.
'1'he first subsection will use the full likelihood function under multinomial sampling
and calculate the maximum likelihood estimator for the case where the regressors are3 F,FFICIF,NT F,S'I'IMATION 13
discrete random variables. In the second subsection we show that the maximand of the
full likelihood equals the maximand of the conditional likelihood. This implies that the
estimator also applies to the standard stratified sampling scheme. We also show there how
the estimator would be applied to the Bernoulli sampling scheme. [n the third subsection
we show that tl~e estimator derived for the discrete regressor case is valid even if the
regressors have a continuous distribution. Finally we prove that the estimator is efficient
in this general case.
3.1 Discrete Regressors
The first step, as mentioned above, is to analyze the case where x has a discrete distribu-
tion.
Assumption 3.1 x is a discrete random variaóle with known points of support xr, for
l- 1, ... L. In lhe population Pr(x - xr) - ~r~.
Now we have a fully parametric model. The probability density function for an observation
(s, y, l) is:
(1~) 9(s,y,t) - H, ~ f(ylx',Q)x,
~m-1 ~mR(s, xm, l~)
Note that the integral involving h(x) that was earlier causing the problems in applying
standard likelihood theory, has been replaced by a sum that is more manageable. The log
likelihood function corresponding to this density function is:
N





If we maximize this with respect to H, Q and n, subject to the restriction ~m-r a,n - 1,
we find the following first order conditíons:3 EFFICIEN'1' LsS'lIMAT10N 14
(16) o - aL (ii,Q,~) - ~ ~(y"
- t] - i(sn - s]
all~ n-~ FI~ Hs




- f~(Sn, ~',Y), ~ L~ ~T"R(Sn, ~m, N)J
` -1
(I8) ~ - ~GQ(~i,Q,~) - ~
{ I
a.Í.(~Jnly'",P)
V n-] ! (y nl~'~,N) aN
L
m p , r m p
- ~ 7fm .~~(sn,~ ,l') L~ ~mR(8n,~ ,N)
m-1 Q m-1
In (17) p is the lagrange multiplier corresponding on the adding up restriction on ~r.
These first order conditions, and especially the one corresponding to Q, ( 18), depend on the
parameters n of the marginal distribution of x. In order to get rid of these parameters it is
convenient to introduce the maximum likelihood estimates of the population probabilities
Q~:
L
(I~) t7 w. - ~ ~"i~(3,xm,Q)
m-i
First note that the Lagrange multiplier p is equal to zero. This can be seen by multiplying
(17) by a; and adding up over j- 1,... L. This enables us to find an explicit solution for
n; in terms of the data and the other parameter estimates:
(20) ir; - ~ ~~ln -.7],[~ R(sn,x',Q),Qa„]
n-1 n-1
- I~ I(~n -.i], ~L H' R(s, x', Q)~
N n-1 L 1 Qe
This expression in turn will be used to rewrite the second part of the first order condition
for Q, (18):3 EFFICIEN'T ESTIMATION 15
N L ,
L~ L~ ~mall(Sn,Tm,Q) Qan
-1 m-1 {~
- n~ Q ~ I 1~ I[ti - m) ~~(sn, ~'~,
Q)~, L~ (ls
R(s, ~m, N)~
-1 s„ m-1 LN i-1 aQ scl s
- N ~ Q ,~~ÓI~(sn,~l',Q)J,l~ Q aR(9,x'',t~)~ n-1 a„ ~- 1 Q scl a
-~[~ Ha aa(s, x~', Q)J, L~ H~1 s R(s, x~', Q)]
(-1 -1 Qa scl h;a
N s jI, aR S FI, -~{[~ááa(s,xn,A)~~~~-R(s,xn,a)~}
n-1 -1 Q a-1 Qs




(22) ~s(H,Q,Q,9,y,~) - Í(y~~,Q)8Q(Y~~,A)





for t- 1, 2, ..., S- 1. The part of the solution to the first order conditions corresponding
to ~i and R can be written as:
1 N
(24) N ~ rG(tI,~,Q,sn,yn,~n) - d
n-13 EF'F'ICII;N7' ES'L7MA'f'fON 16
where ~-(~~ ~~z ~~3)'. This characterizationof Q, H and Q is crucial. Firstly, it allows us
to compute Q, H and Q without having to solve a dim(~3) t dim(H) ~ dim(a) dimenaional
system (I6)-(18). Instead, we only have to solve a dim(,B) -}- dim(H) ~ dim(Q) - 1
dimensional system. As dim(Q) is likely to be much smaller than dim(a), this is a major
cuni~~utal.ioual :~dvanl,ag~,. Secoudly, it can bc cxtended in two ways. In Lhc ncxt scction wc
will show that the estimator also applies if the other sampling schemes that we discussed
in section 'l are employed. In the section following that we will prove that the estimator
still retains its properties of consistency and efficiency if the distribution of the regressors
is not discrete.
3.2 Standard Stratified and Bernoulli Sampling
In the previous section the maximum likelihood estimator was derived for the case that
the regressors have a discrete distribution and given that multinomial sampling is em-
ployed. In this section we will show that if the regressors are discrete, but one of the
other sampling schemes is employed the estimator still has the properties of maximum
likelihood estimators. In section 2.2 it was shown that conditional on s, the likelihood for
the multinomial and the standard stratified sampling schemes were identical. Because s
is ancillary in both cases the likelihood principle and the principle of conditionality imply
that inference should be identical for both cases, and be based on the conditional like-
lihood. In the previous section, however, we have bee.n working with the full likelihood
based on the multinomial sampling scheme. Here we shall show that this does not matter.
Consider the log likelihood function conditional on s for the discrete regressor case:
N ~
(25) L(l9, a) - ~ ln ~r(„ t ln Ï(yn~xln, Q) - ln ~ nmR(sn, xm,Q)
n-1 m-1
Maxirnizing this over Q and a leads to first order conditions identical to (17) and (18).
Becausc the solution for Q to (17) and (18) is the same as the solution for Q found
by solving (24), the latter must give the conditional maximum likelihood estimator for3 EFFICIF,NT ESTIMATION 17
Q. If is in that case not to be interpreted as an estimator for H', but as a nuisance
parameter that simplifies calculation. The consequence of this is that no matter whether
the sampling scheme is multinornial or standard stratified, the solution to (24) gives the
correct cstimator.
If the data are gatliered with inultinomial sampling, the asymptotic variance of the
estimator for Q' can be calculated in a number of different ways. Firstly, one can interpret
the estimator as rnaxi~nizing the full likelihood function as given in ( 15). In that case one
would calculate the asymptotic variance using the average outer product of the scores or
the second derivatives of the log likelihood function. Exactly the same estimates would
be obtained using the conditional (on s) likelihood interpretation because the scores are
identical for the two likeliliood functions. Secondly, an estimate can be obtained by using
the characterization in (24) and interpreting the estimator as a generalized method of
moments estimator. The difference between the estimates of the asymptotic variance is a
small sample phenomenon. Asymptotically they are all identical.
If we have standard stratified sampling, we can only use the conditional likelihood
interpretation to get the asymptotic variance. But, as argued above, all asymptotic vari-
ance estimates must asymptotically be the same, and therefore the one obtained via the
method oí moments interpretation must also be valid for the fixed stratum size sampling
sch~me.
In section 2.3 the Rernoulli sampling scheme was discussed. Now we have derived an
efíicient procedure ïor estimating H, Q and Q for the multinomial sampling scheme, it is
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q q s s q
~3t(f~, Q, N, S, y, Z)- Qt - H(t, ~, Y )~~ PJQ7~ ~~~
i l!),(.i, T, N)~
t - 1,..., S - I
]-~ I-~
These moments are a direct transformation of the moments (21)-(23), using the relation
between H and P given in (13). We can estimate P, Q and Q by solving
1 N q
N~~G(P i QrY, Sn, 1Jni ~n ) - ~
n-1
P, Q and ( 3 are again the exact maximum likelihood estimators ;f x is a discrete random
variahle.
3.3 The General Case
In the preceeding two sections it was shown that if x has a discrete distribution both the
conditional - and the full likelihood estimator can be characterized by the system (21)-
(24). ln this section we will look at a different interpretation of the estimator characterized
by that system ofequations. The new interpretation will validate the estimator for a much
larger class of distributions for the explanatory variables than just discrete ones.
To reinterpreL equat;ons ( 21)-(23), we go back to the multinomial sampling scheme
with sampling density given by g(s,y,x) in (4). In particular we do no longer assume
a discrete distribution for x. Straightïorward calculation shows that the expectation of
~i(1!, ~3, Q, s, y, ~), evaluated at H', Q' and Q' equals zero. This implies that ~ is in
general a valid moment in a generalized method of moments procedure. To ensure that
solving (24) does indeed lead to a consistent and asymptotically normal estimator, we will
make the following assumptions:
Assumption 3.2 For al! s- 1, ..., S, Q; E(b, l- b), H; E(ó, 1- ó) for some b~ 0,
(3' E intCi, a coml,acl suósct of ~ix, and x E X, a compacl subset of ~2~.3 EFFICIENT ESTIMATION 19
Assumption 3.3 j(y~x,~3) is a twice continuously differentiaóle function of p for al!
Q E Li, and f and its first two derivatives are continuous ou Y x X.
Assumption 3.9 The solution (H' Q' Q') to
E~(H,a,Q,s,y, x) - o
is unique.
Assumption 3.5 The expected outer product of the moments,
Do - E~(FIF, A~, Q~, s, y, x) '~(H~, Q~, Q~, s, y, x)c
is non-singular
Assumption 3.6 Tlee matrix ojfirst derivatives oJ the moments,
ro - ~a(Ha~, Q,)(H`,p',Q',S,y,x)
has fu(1 rank.
Before stating the formal results we will look at the case where prior information on
H, (~ and or Q is available. Since most of the literature (Cosslett (1981a,1981b) and
Manski and McFadden (1981) are the exceptions) concentrated almost exclusively on the
estimation problem with Q and H known, this is clearly an important case to consider.
An obvious way to deal with restrictions of this type is to go back to the discrete case
and impose the restrictions at the level of the log likelihood function (15). Maximizing
(15) subject to the constraints would lead to a consistent and efficient estimator for the
free parameters. That would be a very cumbersome way to derive restricted estimators.
It would in particular be difficult to rewrite the equations characterizing the estimates in
a way similar to (21) (24). IIowcvcr, there is another way of estimating Lhc parametcrs
subject to the restrictious with the same efficiency as the constrained maximum likelihood3 EFFICIF,NT ESTIMATION 20
estimator. The key is the generalized method of moments interpretation of (21)-(24). We
have to modify the objective function to allow for estimation with more moments than
frce parameters. Define:
p N p
~N(H, N, Q) - N~~(H, l-~, Q, 9n, yn, xn)
t
and
TCH~N(H,h~,Q) - ~N(H,F',Q)~' CN' ~N(H,I~,Q)
for CN converging almost surely to a positive definite Co. Minimizing T~N,N over H, Q and
~i is equivalent to solving (24). If there is a linear restriction on H, Q and (i we estimate
the rcmaining, íree parameters simply by minimizing T subject to the restriction. If the
limiting weight matrix Co is chosen optimally (i.e. equal to ~á 1), Lemma 3.1 in Imbens
(1990) proves that the resulting estimator is asymptotically as efficient as the constrained
maximum likelihood estimator.
For ease of notation define ry- (H' Q' Q')', and y' similarly. Let (ry~ ry'Z)' be a partition
of (possibly a reordercd vcrsion of) ry, and partition I'o similarly.
Theorem 3.1 suppose that assumptions 3.2-3.5 hold. Then the estimator ry for ry' con-
verycs ahnosl surely to ry' and satisftes:
~(y - 7~) ~ N~o~ rá'ooró t~
We can estimale y~ in the case that ryZ is known with the minimand yl of T(71,rys). 7t
conrerges almost surely to ryi and it satèsfies:
~(7t - ry~ ) ~ N(0, (rátCorot)-1rótCo~uCorot(rutCorot)-I~
If C,'~ - ~~ t, then the dislrióution of 'ryt reduces to
~( Íi -ryi) ~N~O,(rót~ólrot)-`~3 GFFICI~NT GSTIMATfON 21
proof: see appendix
We have derived and motivat,ed the estimator using maximum likelihood theory for
the discrete regressor case. Now we will try to give some intuition for it directly in terms
of the moinents (21)-(23), and relate it to some of the estimators discussed before. (22)
is the easiest to give intuition for. It is equal to the score for the conditiona] likelihood of
y and s given x.2 'I'he other moments should therefore extract information about Q from
the marginal distribution of x. For moment (23) this is relatively straightforward. The
restriction on Q in thc population is:
Q, - EvR(s,x,il) - ~~~ ~(s,i,A)f(x)dx
which translat~~s int.o
Q, - Eal~(S, ~, Q) ~ b(H, Q, Q, x) - f~~ R(S, ~, Q) ~ b(H, Q, Q, ~)s(~)dx
where the subscripts p and s denote expectations taken over the population and sample
distributions respectively, and b(.) is the bias function given in (10). (23) is the moment
corresponding to this expectation. More difficult to explain is the role of (21). Earlier it
was argued that knowledge of H was immaterial to estimating Q. If H is known however,
(21) would not contain any unknown parameters. Its influence would only come via the
weight matrix in the method of moments procedure. In other words, it would depend on
the correlation between (21) and the other moments. An analogy is Seemingly Unrelated
R.egression where the same phenomenon can occur. That moment (21) is important can be
seen from the fact that the modified conditional likelihood estimator, using H instead of
FI` in the conditional likelihood function is more efficient than the standard version. The
2The conditional likelihood, based on the conditional denaity given in (6), is equal to:
L(P) -~ In H,. - tn Q., f In1(y~ ~x,., Q) - ln ~ H` R(t, h~ Q)
~-~ ~-, Q,3 EFFICIENT ESTIMATION 22
intuition given in Lancaster (1990) is that adding this moment ensures that the estimator
is conditional on the ancillary statistic N,. A different derivation of these moments for
the discrete choice case, providing additional intuition, ia given in Lancaster and Imbena
(1991).
The derivation of the estimator, using maximum likelihood estimation for a particular
parametrization and then generalizing the applicability, already suggests that the result
might be an efBcic~nt estimator. Chamberlain (1987) extends a definitionofefficiency, local
asymptotic miuimax, to this type of problem. An alternative concept that is discussed by
Begun et al (1984) and Newey (1990) is applied to estimators for choice-based sampling
by Imbens (1990). In that framework we look at the supremum of all Cramér-Rao lower
bounds for parametric models that include the true model. In this case we already have
a candidate for the supremum and an estimator that attains the candidate bound. We
therefore only have to show that there is a sequence of Cramér-Rao bounds that does
converge to this proposed bound. We do so by constructing a partition of the X space into
L nonoverlapping subsets, X~, with the unknown parameters 6~ - Pr(x E X~) - fX~ h(z)dz.
We then let the partition become finer and look at the sequence of Cramér-Rao bounds.
The formal result is:
Theorem 3.2 The asymptotic covariance matrix V for any regular estámator for (i, H
and Q satásfies:
V - ror0o(rá)-r
ás a posáláve semá-defináte nratráx. In other words, no regular estimator is more e~cient
than the estámator in theorem I
prooL sce app~~ndix9 CONCL l(SION 23
4 Conclusion
In this paper we study the problem of estimating parameters of the conditional distribution
if the sampling is stratified. Stratitied samplirig schemes can be implemented in a number
of ways. We discuss three common types and show that they can be analyzed in a unified
manner. We then derive an estimator for the general case. The procedure used to derive
the estimator is similar to that proposed by Imbens (1990) for choice-based sampling.
The estimator we propose is a computationally simple, generalized method of moments
estimator. We slrow that the estimator is efficient using semi-parametric efHciency bounds
proposed by [3egun et al (1983) and Newey (1990).
A Proofs of Theorem 1, Theorem 2
Proof of theorem 1:
The assumptions made, (2.1)-(2.2) and (3.2)-(3.3) guarantee the conditions needed
for standard tlreorems on generalized method of moments estimation to hold. See for an
extensive discussion and reference Hansen (1982), and Manski (1988). QED.
Proof of theorem 2:
For ease of notation we will assume that X has density h(x) on X.3 For any c 7 0
partition X into L~ subsets Xr in such a way that if !~ m, Xr fl X,,, - ~, and if x, z E Xr,
then ~~x - z~~ G c. Define ~r~ to be equal to 1 if x E Xr and 0 otherwise and:
h~(x) - h(x),[~~r~ f x h(z)dzJ r-r
The scquence of parametrizations we will employ is indexed by e:
H,f(yIx, Q)h~(x) ~i` 6(~Is
s, 2, x 9~
-~i-i ór Jx, R(s, z, Q)h~(z)dz
sAs it has been shown in section 3.1 that the eetimator is exactly maximum likelihood if the regressors
have a discrete distribution it is clear that we only have to look at the continuous case. The mixed case
can be dealt with at the expense of additional notation.A F'ROOFS OF TIIF,OREM 1, THEOREM 2 24
with h, a known function and H, p and ë the unknown parameters The dimension of the
parameter vector ( H~ ó) is .S -1 ~- K-F L~ -1. If we are not interested in the estimator for
ó, we can eliminate it iollowing exactly the same procedure used in section 3.1 to eliminate
n. Let Q, b and tf be the maximum likelihood estimators for p, Ó and H. Defining the
maximum likelifiood estimator of Q as
t,
Qa - ~ó~ f x, R(s,z,Q)h~(z)dz
~-i
wc can write ~haracterizc tho maximum likelihood estimators for (FI,(~,Q) as GMM esti-
mators with moments
~~ie(ft,Q,Q,y,s,2) - fti - 1[s - t[
t.
~G~z~(fI,Q, Q, y, s, ~) - Q: -{~ ~~~ f RÍ~, z , l~)h~(z)dz
~ x,
s H c, 1
,~~ Q,, ~~~z fX, R(t~, z,Q)h.(z)dz~ Ji
~~s(H,Q,Q,y,s,x)- á
~(Y~x,Q)f(Y,x,Q)
- S[~ H` ~ ~i~ fx ~~(t , z, Q)h~(z)dz]
l ~-, Qe ~-i
s H~ L.
, L~ Q, ~~~~ f x R(t, z, A)h~(z)dz,
~
In order to study the di(ference between the asymptotic covariance matrix V for this
estimator and that for the estimator in theorem 3.2 (V - I'ó'~o(I'ó)-1) it is convenient
to define:
L,
~,R(s,2,Q) - ~~~r f R(s,z,Q)h~(z)dz
~-i x,
c.
~~~Q(S,~,Q)-~~~rJx ~Q(S,z,Q)h~(z)dzA PROOFS OF THEORF,M 1, THEOREM 2 25
and ïE áp p,(s, x, ~i) accordingly. The difference between the moments ~i~ and ~i in (29)-(31)
is that thc the former depend on E~R(s,x„0), E~ap(s,x,Q) and 1;~epap,(s,x,~) while the
latter depend on R(s, x, ~i), ap(s, x, p) and aÁaR,(s, x, Q) respectively, with the functional





Uniform convergence in :r of ï~Fl, E~ap and E'~aáap, to R, ep and aÁap, then ensures
that the limits of ~~ and P~ equal Oo and Po respectively. This in turn implies that
V- P~'~~(P~)-' converges to V. Since no regular estimator can have an asymptotic
variance lower than the Cramér-Rao bound, it cannot improve on the limit of this sequence
aud tberefore it cannot improve on the asymptotic variance of the estimator in theorem
3.2. ~EZ~.26
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